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Experimental Results

Andromeda Project

The Secondary Ion Emiission (SIE) study has been
performed at the Orsay Tandem Accelerator equipped with a
Liquid Metal Ion Source (LMIS) using a time of flight mass
spectrometer with a multi-anode localization detector. The
influence of the projectile mass and energy has been studied.
The energy range extends from 10 qkeV up to 4 qMeV. The
results show that the ionic emission intensities increase with
the energy and the mass of the projectiles (from n/q = 25 to
n/q = 400) The simultaneous emission of a few tens ions of
the same molecular ionic mass per impact has been
measured, this high ionic emission rate had never been
observed in SIMS.
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New ambitious instruments taking into account the results obtained at higher energies
in the MeV range are proposed: ANDROMEDA and END-MS ( Environmental Nano
domain- Mass Spectrometry).The differences between the two projects are the energy,
respectively 4 MV and 1 MV and the framework respectively national facility and
university facility. At the beginning of this year, Andromeda has won the national call
for EQUIPEX proposal (Excellence Equipment) and the realization is starting.
The goal of Andromeda is to create a new instrument for the analysis by mass
spectrometry of nano-fields and nano-objects present on a surface with a spatial
resolution of ~100 nm. Moreover this instrument will permit the surface analysis at the
ambient pressure and therefore the mass spectrometry analysis of native hydrated
biological surfaces. This project is a very efficient alternative to the Secondary Ion
Mass Spectrometry, SIMS. Molecular information (mass and structure) will be
obtained starting from the impact of a Nano-Particle accelerated in the MeV field by a
Van De Graaff electrostatic accelerator from 1 to 4 MV

2. Injection of NPs in an ECR
The progresses carried out by the IPNO group in the technology
and the use of ECR sources permit to obtain beams of high
intensities of multi-charged molecular ions. By using a MicroGan
Source from Pantechnik corresponding to our specifications, we
obtain molecular beams such as C60q+, C36H18q+, C24H12q+ with q
values from 1 to 3 and more (8+ for the C60); the beam intensities
go from nA to μA.
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The improvement considered consists in adding an injector to this
source to produce the multi-charged nano-particles. Using
NAPIS to inject all these possible ions in the ECR it will be
possible to produce beams of single sized NPs which will
simplify the mass selection; the use of this technique will lead to
high charge states and therefore will increase the impact energy.
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Emission yields of the negative ions emitted from a glycine target
under the impact of Au100qq+ as a function of the projectile energy.
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Time of flight mass spectrum of the emitted negative ions from the Lipid
A target under the impact of Au100qq+ at 2 qMeV.
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4 MV Pelletron and the ion sources NAPIS + ECR placed at the accelerator terminal
The electron emission microscope
The analysis and irradiation chamber which can be placed at the atmospheric pressure or under controlled atmosphere.
VUV laser for post-ionization
Injection resulting from the micOTOF of Brucker Daltonics and the associated mass spectrometer
Mass spectrometer HR for the vacuum experiments
Electrodes of extraction for the secondary ions a) vacuum, b) with the atmospheric pressure

The LMIS will be provided by Orsay Physics. The V. Huc group,
the IPNO group and Orsay Physics will develop NAPIS around
this concept. The first Bi nanoparticle beams have been obtained
with the COBRA X from Orsay Physics .

The principal devices of the new instrument are a rising generation of ion sources, the
accelerator and the localization of the impacts of NPs to reach nanometer dimensions and
finally the bombardment at the “quasi-ambient” pressure associated to an effective analysis
by mass spectrometry. Indeed, these nano-particles have the property to remain intact while
crossing the solid and gas matter what makes it possible to consider a surface analysis under
high residual pressure.
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The objective is to produce massive clusters (several hundreds of atoms) with a strong
intensity and high brightness. To hold these requirements we propose to use a LMISource,
which concept will evolve to a source with an ionic liquid compound incorporating nanoparticles, NAPIS. This option can provide the beams of Au, Bi and NPs extending from 3 to
several thousands of atoms with high intensities. The production of massive clusters starting
from LMIS was developed in Orsay We intend to widen the range of the NP beams with
NAPIS. An important range of metal or metal compound NPs could be dissolved in the
“solution”. The NPs are the nano-crystals of palladium, platinum, and ruthenium of selected
sizes synthesized by V. Huc . We shall thus save with NPs chemically selected in mass a great
quantity of matter for the same available intensities.
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Time of flight mass spectrum of the emitted negative ions from glycine
target under a SINGLE impact of Au100qq+ at 450 qkeV.
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• With a “reasonable” energy of about 1-4 MeV per charge the
massive projectiles induce emission rates of several tens to
hundreds of ions per impact..
• The ion emission yields reach large values for bio molecules,
for example the molecular ion yield is 30 % for lipid A (MW
~1300-1800 u).
• It is possible to obtain a Time of Flight spectrum with only
one impact and thus corresponding to a surface of
approximately 100 nm2 and a volume of 103 nm3. These
spectra permit to characterize light molecules (MW~ a few
hundreds) with their fragments and intact molecular ion peaks.
• The availability of massive clusters at 150 keV with
the Pegase project (Grant CHE-0750377)..and the future
END-MS & Andromeda Project in the MeV range
opens promising prospects for probing nanodomains.

Mono-dispersed Pt nano-particles
produced by chemists
The LMIS design is possible with
NPs incorporated in a conducting
solid polymer, which can melt by
heating
LMIS >>>> NAPIS
Collaboration with ICMMO and
Orsayphysics
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Image and Time of flight mass spectrum of the emitted positive ions from a
Clidinium Bromide and trifluoperazine target (mixture 20-80 % )
under the impact of Bi100qq+ at 20 qkeV.
The Bi NP beam has been provided by a COBRA X column.
The intensity was 12 pA

